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detour | meaning of detour in Longman Dictionary of
Contemporary English | LDOCE
detour meaning: 1. a different or less direct route to a place
that is used to avoid a problem or to visit somewhere or do
something on the way: 2. a different route.
Detour - definition of detour by The Free Dictionary
If you make a detour on a journey, you go by a route which is
not the shortest way , because you want to avoid something
such as a traffic jam, or because there.
Detour - definition of detour by The Free Dictionary
If you make a detour on a journey, you go by a route which is
not the shortest way , because you want to avoid something
such as a traffic jam, or because there.

detour - Wiktionary
detour (plural detours) detour (third-person singular simple
present detours, present participle detouring, simple
(transitive) To direct or send on a detour.
DETOUR | definition in the Cambridge English Dictionary
detour. A detour is a longer, less direct way to get where
you're going. A traffic accident sometimes means you have to
take a detour to get home. When signs.
DETOURS American West - Guided Tours & Multi Day Tours of the
West
Welcome to Detours. We offer personalised and customised theme
tours for individuals and small groups in and around the city
of Hyderabad. So if you are in .
Detours Travel - Gay Tours and Travel to Europe, Asia, Africa,
Mediterranean, and Latin America
DETOURS American West has been offering the best tours of the
American West for years. Choose from day tours, multi-day
tours, overnights, private and.
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Parents Guide. Tours and Tickets by Detours. AndrewH. In
Detours 90's, Tommy ruled the Jersey club scene. Experience
the city and her people up close, their food, the culture,
their traditional crafts.
June17,Tip:AllofyoursavedDetourscanbefoundhereinMyTrips.View
more reviews. At first the Detours did not impact, only as the
story progresses, it got hold strongly.
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